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Short News :


Binita Thapa and
Kamirita Sherpa hold
the responsibility of
Monitor for the month
- August 2021.



5th June, 2021Observed the World
Environment Day.



VFGH expressed
gratitude to their
medical personnel on
the occasion of
Doctor‘s day &
Nurse‘s Day.



21st June, 2021- 7th
International Yoga
Day celebrated at
VFGH.



29th June, 2021–
celebrated 15 Ashar
as Dahi Chiura
(Yoghurt & beaten
rice) day.



30th July, 2021celebrated 15
Shrawan as rice
pudding (Kheer
Khane) day.



25th May, 2021Vistare observed
Uvauli festival.
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Life at Vistare Foundation Girls’ Home in Lockdown - COVID-19
Asia Education Foundation (AEF) residential project Vistare
Foundation Girls‘ Home (VFGH) Family are overwhelmed to
share that they all are fine, confined and safe inside VFGH.
This pandemic has not left anyone or any country, and life is
not easy or is not the way it had been running or was
expected. Everyone at VFGH is lucky that they all have the
love and support of Vistare Foundation Spain and Asia
Education Foundation Nepal. Everything is going good and
all the activities are going as normal as before here at VFGH.

The classes have been run online by all
the academic institutions in order to
continue the academic activities for the
current session. Most important exam of
school level students - School Education
Exam (SEE) - was run virtually internally
by the concerned institutions.

COVID-19 outbreak came up as a magnificent opportunity for
VFGH. It has taught them to be ready all the time to face the
unexpected circumstances. Vistare Foundation - Asia
Education Foundation Nepal has been in very difficult
condition because of the fear of COVID-19. They have been
taking all the precautionary measures to keep themselves
safe from the pandemic of COVID-19. Consequently, till the
date, we are sound by health. Currently, the government of
Nepal has resolved to impose smart lockdown. Most of the
sectors of the country are open for certain hours in the day
time. As for the education sector, the government has not
allowed any educational institute to resume as this sector is
the most vulnerable one to COVID-19 virus.

The SEE final evaluation was carried out according to the directions
given by the government of Nepal. Grade 12 pre-board exam was
run virtually but the Institution internally managed to run the Grade
11 Final exam physically. Common Medical Entrance 2078 and
BSc. Nursing 1st Year Board exam were also conducted by the
respective institutions physically by following all the precautions.
Condition is not normal as before but VFGH has learnt not to panic
but be alert, safe and healthy in order to avoid contact of this virus.
As VFGH believes that every bad thing
usually brings good, hoping this, VFGH has
been fully positive. They are trying to adapt it
as normally as they can.
VFGH made special indoor programs for the girls during the unfavorable
condition. Everyone has been alert taking precautionary measures such as
wearing mask while going out, avoiding mass meetings, maintaining distance and
washing hands as frequently as possible.

Teacher’s Day 2021 at Vistare Foundation Girls’ Home
24thJuly,2021 is auspicious day to all the human being as it is Teacher‘s Day
(Guru Purnima). Guru Purnima celebrates gurus (teachers) and thanks them for
their wisdom. AEF- VFGH is dedicated to supporting teachers and helping them
improve the quality of schooling in Nepal. It‘s a regular process of celebration AEF
- VFGH celebrates the wonderful teachers around the world who are dedicated to
ensuring their students receive the best education possible - even in the middle of
a global pandemic.
To make this day special as auspicious day, auspicious moment and
auspicious celebration was done at AEF - VFGH on the occasion of
Teacher‘s Day 2078 B.S., Vistare girls honored their teachers. In
Vistare
Home,
Guru
Purnima
is
celebrated
expressing
acknowledgement towards gurus or teachers for their wisdom,
knowledge and for showing the right path to its students. On this
auspicious day, VFGH academic team, management team, three board
members of VFGH Alumni Associations and entire residential Girls of
VFGH celebrated the `Guru Purnima´ (Teacher´s day). They set a
special dance program. A few of them shared their words of gratitude
towards their teachers and all of them wrote an email or sent message
to their all respected former and current teachers.

Experience as the Monitor of May 2021
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Radha Bhujel:
I am honored, grateful, and thankful to have got such a glorious opportunity. I was very happy to be
the monitor of the month of May. I had feared so many risks but those risks overcame co-operating
with all sisters and the management team. I felt this strange feeling after the month ended confidence. I am now confident enough to stand in front of the mass and speak my words. I can say
it is not a piece of cake. And I also learned teamwork can spotlight success. I would like to express
my heartfelt gratitude towards the Vistare management for providing this platform for building my
confidence. The whole journey was purposeful and this will be with me forever.
Pema Yangzi Sherpa:
I was appointed as monitor of the home for the month of May. I am really thankful to the management
team who provided this opportunity to explore my leading ability. I learned to manage the time very
properly. I learned a lot about cleanliness. I was not only able to explore my leadership but to lead the
group forward. I learned when to do what and how to go as per the situation.
I learned to perform the duty in a calm and better way. I also learned a lot about time management. I
learned to write reports about the daily activities that took place inside the residence. Moreover, I
learned to co-operate with everyone and deal with problems that came in my hand. I am really
thankful towards the Vistare management for providing me this opportunity.

Experience as the Monitor of June 2021
Kamala Rai:
This month, I had a different experience from the other time. Because, I had another monitor to help
me and she was Lhakpa Jangmu Sherpa. We co-operated and made the month of June successful.
From 7th June 2021, I was partially involved in my responsibility because I had to go for my
internship. But, I also made sure to do my best whenever I could. I usually helped her during the
morning and as well as in the evening. I even learned to handle more than one responsibilities and
this made me more independent. I learned to be more conscious and responsible.
Thus, I am very grateful to VFGH management team, all the sisters and Lhakpa for making the
month of June better and indeed successful.

Lhakpa Jangmu Sherpa:
I got the responsibility of Monitor in June, 2021. It was my first time playing the part of Monitor. I
was quite unknown about the duty; however, Kamala was there to lead me. I learned a lot from
her. If it wasn't for her, I wouldn't be able to write report and manage the home. She is quite
experienced in the field; her guidance helped me a lot. Being a Monitor, I got chance to know my
sisters better and this helped me to monitor them. Step by step, I gradually built my foundation
and confidence. I learned the skills of leadership, unity and most of all - respect. I am grateful for
the opportunity provided as it allowed me to see miracle in each experience. I realized—just be
strong enough to let go and wise enough to wait for what you deserve.

Experience as the Monitor of July 2021
Swastika Gurung :
In the month of July 2021, I along with sister Chhamji was again given the responsibility to look
after the girls and monitor them. My experience this month was a bit different from the other
month. This time, Chhamji was with me which made the responsibility even easier. I had great
experience and it was even easier as the girls were more disciplined and responsible to their
work. I learnt many things this month, such as being more responsible and monitoring the girls
for their best. I would like to express my heartfelt gratitude to the management team for this great
experience.

Chhamji Sherpa :
In the month of July 2021, along with Swastika Gurung, I was provided with the chance of monitoring
the girls. I had a great experience monitoring the girls. I was able to look after my sisters well because
of their support. I acknowledge that punctuality and respect are the key factors to be a good monitor.
Similarly, I also learned to make the right decision whenever necessary. I also enhanced my
leadership skills that are necessary in the coming days.

Congratulations - Pushpa Shrestha
On 23rd April 2021, one of the VFGH Housekeeping in charge Asha Shrestha‘ s
daughter Former Vistare Scholarship student Pushpa Shrestha got married. Vistare
Foundation wished both (Pushpa Shrestha and Krishna Gubhaju) Congratulations for
finding their true love. Vistare Foundation wished this love may grow stronger and
deeper through each passing day of their married life. Also, happy conjugal life with
lots of joy and happiness on their wedding day. Vistare wished them that it would be
the start of a wonderful and exciting life together.

Special Good Saturday Program - May 2021
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Vistare Foundation Girls' Home has always supported its girls for academic and nonacademic skills enhancement. So, VFGH has been running Good Saturday Program since
its establishment. Girls have a platform to show their talent and observe other's talent too
in the home. In March 2020 during the first lockdown, Vistare started Good Saturday
program not only for celebration but also for competition and started recognizing the best
performer of the day. The Special Good Saturday program was held with competition
among the winners of the Good Saturday Programs of the previous eight months. Sabina
Rai, Pema Mingdik Gurung, Binita Thapa, Chhamji Sherpa, Lhakpa Jangmu Sherpa,
Rejina Thapa Magar, Pema Lhamu Sherpa and Saraswoti Bhujel grabbed the opportunity
to participate in the Special Good Saturday Program competition as the winners of the
previous Good Saturday programs.
Kamala Rai & Nga Chhoti Sherpa hosted the program uniquely and all of the
eight performers performed. Sabina Rai performed dance, Chhamji Sherpa
sang a Chinese song, Pema Mingdik Gurung sang a song, Rejina Thapa Magar
sang a Nepali melody, Pema Lhamu sang Nepali pop song, Saraswoti recited a
Nepali poem, Lhakpa Jangmu Sherpa demonstrated her cooking skills in a
video making potato chips & Kurkure, and Binita Thapa demonstrated her
painting live.
All of the eight competitors performed in unique ways. Binita's art demonstration caught all of the audience's eyes. She
got the highest number of votes and was selected as the winner of the Special Good Saturday program.

Special Good Saturday Program’s Best Performer – Binita Thapa
On 15th May 2021, there was a special program where the entire good Saturday winner till May had
to compete each other. I was also the participants. We were eight in total. In the program I did a
spoken poetry along with the art demonstration. I had practiced the art and the poem for my
performance since a week ago. The winner was decided with the number of vote done by the
audiences. My happiness knew no bounds when I was declared as the winner of the program. I was
overwhelmed when my name was announced as the winner. I would like to thank Vistare home for
providing such opportunity and platform where I could show what I have and polish it. And to all
others who had supported me from the beginning.
In Charge of Good Saturday Program - May 2021
- Pema Lhamu Sherpa & Teeka Rai
The month went faster and we had a great time learning and guiding. So, during Saturday evenings of
May, we had an amazing time because the performance of each sister made the evening warm and full
of joy. Apart from talent shows, we learnt so much from each other.
We also got the opportunity to apply our ideas to make the program more
interesting. We even played games after the performance and those
moments are worth remembering. Likewise, the final performance filled
goose bumps and lessons. All the performances throughout the month were
fabulous. Thank you so much Vistare Management team for providing us
such a beautiful platform to develop our leadership skill and not to mention,
other skills such as cooperation, unity and so forth. Also, our warm gratitude
goes to all the sisters who were with us for making the program successful
and memorable.
Good Saturday Program Best Performer of the Month May 2021– Sabina Rai
In the month May 2021, our Good Saturday program went smoothly. And most excitingly, I was
announced the winner. Before that, I had been chosen as the finalist along with five other sisters. I had
practised a true story of North Korean who escaped North Korea for three times. Before that, I was blank
about what I should perform and I researched about the countries that people pity for, hoping I would
write a poem. Just then the news about how four different families were executed in North Korea for trying
to escape their country caught my eyes. I researched about that particular country. My heart felt like
someone was relentlessly attempting to rip it apart. I listened to many North Korean survivors. Finally, I
chose one of the life stories and shared in my performance.
I delivered with gusto. Everyone did their performance with alacrity. I, being selected as the winner, was
highly improbable. Before performing, I felt sense of panic, as if I was being held with my mouth gagged
but upon walking up to the stage and doing my best, I felt a sudden euphoria. I thank all my sisters and
Vistare family for lavish love, support and care for my performance.
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In Charge of Good Saturday Program - June 2021 -Rejina Thapa Magar and Chhamji Sherpa
In the month of June, we (Rejina and Chhamji) were in in
charges of Good Saturday program. The performance
went smoothly and in a better way. This time, we gave
more effort being in charge of the Good Saturday
Program. Also the program was conducted in a different
way. The first round was singing, the second round was
poetry and the third round was dancing. All the fourteen
sisters performed these activities in a very presentable
way. As we conducted the program, we learnt a lot this
month. This opportunity made us unleash our hidden
creativity. We got to know about the various ways of
conducting program, like dress code, decoration etc. We
learnt to be confident and also responsible. This month,
we had fun and learnt to speak freely.

Good Saturday Program Best Performer of the Month June 2021– Teeka Rai
To be honest, I was very shocked to hear my name. As I wasn't expecting
myself to be the winner and at the same time my other two competitors were
very competitive, this made me think that I was not that good at all. Anyway,
I am very glad and thankful to all my sisters for their love and support. After
being announced my name as a winner, I was happy.
I am very thankful to Vistare Family for giving me the opportunity to perform and do my best. I am also very thankful for
the beautiful gifts that I received at the moment. Above all, this competition gave me courage to do even better in
coming days.
In Charge of Good Saturday program - July 2021 - Lhakpa Jangmu Sherpa & Saraswoti Bhujel
It was very interesting to conduct the Good Saturday program in the month of
July. we, Lhakpa and Saraswoti, were the program's hosts and it was a very
big responsibility to both of us. This month was decided as a month of dance
which was a new trend to all of us. So, everyone gave their best in each of
their performances. This program of the month went incredibly. In the first
week, 10 of the participants and the other chosen three participants
performed. Everything went awesome and beyond expectation. We all learned
new things from each other and also built up our confidence.

Good Saturday Program’s Best Performer of the Month July 2021– Kamala Rai
I am overwhelmed to have been declared the winner of the month. After I
returned from Intern, everyone was saying there was a surprise for me and
they said I had got the wildcard entry. I had been eliminated in the 1st round;
however, by means of lucky draw in the final, I got wildcard entry. And I was
like 'what?' I was also excited at the same time and so I practised so hard. On
the day of the Final, I did my best with full energy. I danced to a Nepali song.
In nutshell, the lesson of my victory is if a person falls once, that's not the end. This precious moment not
only encouraged me but also made me so much happy. I came to realize the meaning of happiness. My
hard work did pay off. And I will keep the same spirit striving forward in the upcoming days, too. I want to
thank all the Vistare management team and Vistare family for this huge and new platform.

Vistare Foundation Girls’ Involvement in Different Occasions
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Akshaya Tritiya:
13th May 2021, Vistare Home celebrated the Akshaya
Tritiya by having the saatu and sarbat. It is one of the four
most significant and sacred days in a year especially for the
Hindus and Jains. It falls on the third lunar day of Shukla
Paksha in the month of Baisakh.
Mother’s Day:

11th May 2021, VFGH observed the Mother‘s day. Mother is the word that reminds us
of love and affection. Mothers are the most adorable and reverend persons in the world.
The origin of anything and any creature of this world is mother‘s womb. Therefore, in
order to honour and appreciate mother and her sacrifices to her children, Mother‘s Day
is celebrated.

In the morning, all the Vistare Family celebrated the Mother‘s day together. The girls wished their mother, god mother,
grand mother and guardian through telephone call. Also, who are available in social media, they shared their photos
and messaged them through social media (Facebook, Instagram, Email). All of them were so happy and felt good. The
girls of VFGH shared loving words with their mothers on the phone wishing ‗Happy Mother‘s Day‘ to their loving
mothers. All the girls seemed quite cheerful to have shared a few words with their mothers. At the dinner time, the girls
observed a moment of prayer commemorating the role of parents in their lives.

Buddha Jayanti :

26th May 2021, Buddha Jayanti, also known as Buddha
Purnima, falls on the full moon day of Baishakh (Baishakh
Sukla Purnima). It is a great festival for the Buddhists and
so it is observed with great pump and show. Buddha
Jayanti, in fact, commemorates the three important
phases of Buddha‘s life: his birth, enlightenment and his
nirvana (demise). On this day, May 26, Vistare family
celebrated Buddha Jayanti. The girls worshipped Buddha
offering different kinds of food items. They also sought
blessing from Lord Buddha for their good and happy life.
Mehendi, Green Teeka & Bangles In Shrawan:
The month of Shrawan is in its peak now. This is the month
girls and women all are excited about painting their hands
red with Mehendi or Henna. Likewise, the women also opt
to load their hands with green and red color glass bangles
and Teeka on forehead. All these are done during this
month, regarded auspicious for the married women. In
Vistare Foundation Girls‘ Home, most of the girls and the
ladies staff painted their hand with Henna and wore the
green glass bangles on their hand and Teeka on her
forehead.

Vistare Alumni Association– Virtual Meeting
Vistare Alumni Association has been conducting meetings regularly every month since
its establishment in January, 2020. It conducted its 2nd annual meeting in February
2021. The meeting was supposed to be held in June 2021, however, on account of
the outbreak of COVID-19, it was not possible to do the meeting physically. So, on
2nd June 2021, the virtual meeting was conducted via Zoom. Six board members
attended the meeting.
Out of thirty eight Alumni girls, eight of them attended
the meeting. Phura Chhechi Sherpa, Anusha Moktan,
Rekha Raya, Mingma Chhoti Sherpa, Sapana Rai,
Bipana Thapa Magar, Mingma Lhamu Sherpa and
Shreesha Shrestha. From Vistare Foundation Girls‘
Home, VFGH sixteen residential girls and Ms. Rohini
Dhungel attended the meeting. During the meeting,
alumni shared the ideas and their views on how they
are spending their time in lockdown and their future
plan, too.
The VFGH Admin and alumni are thinking of having an effective communication in future, too. They are doing such
meetings with the hope that it would help to create an idea and develop the scenario accordingly to benefit its members.
In addition, it makes alive the Vistare Alumni and its strategy.
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COVID-19 Pandemic Learning - Handicraft Workshop & Exhibition - May, June & July
The Vistare management made up a plan to make the Pandemic
COVID -19 lockdown period fruitful by engaging its girls in
creative activities with the motive of bringing out their creativity
and capabilities. Handicraft is one of the activities to do self
learning. Handicraft lesson refers to making the beautiful stuffs by
reusing clothes, thread, bids, paper, cartoons, plastic bottles etc.
Now that there is Pandemic, and VFGH is missing the regular life,
here are a few words of experience shared by Handicraft In
charges from May to July 2021.
Suku Maya Tamang — Handicraft In Charge of May 2021
―In crafting there are no mistakes, just unique creation.‖ Handicraft is
the activity involved in making decorative domestic or other handmade
objects. I was selected as the handicraft in charge of the month May
2021. For this month I let everyone do the handicraft in their own way.
All of them made different materials out of papers, plastics, and balloons. They were
cooperating with each other as well as me. I also helped them if they needed the
help. We made thinags such as wall hangers and flower vases from the balloons and
waste paper, wind chimes etc. I am really grateful towards the management team for
letting me lead the group this month. I also learned a lot and helped them all.

Teeka Rai - Handicraft In Charge of June 2021

During the month of June, 2021 for the
specific duty division, I was appointed as the
handicraft in charge. Being Incharge after a
long gap it was really amazing. It was a great
opportunity for me to lead the time interval of
handicraft. I got to learn a lot from my sisters
and in return I also taught them and gave
some ideas for making crafts.

Binita Thapa - Handicraft In Charge of July 2021
This was my first time being in charge of handicraft. Throughout the month, I planned to use all the unwanted bottles.
Therefore, we got involved in the bottles the whole month. It was a great experience leading the girls and helping them
and also learning from them. I would like to thank the management team for giving me the opportunity and providing all
the needed materials.

Experience Sharing
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Best Specific Duty Holder - May 2021 - Kamala Rai

(In Charge of library rack of ground floor and top floor cleanliness
and book distribution) :

I did my best to fulfill my responsibility. During the entire month, I
provided the books on Sunday afternoon and then I would record and
summarize the particular book on Friday. I did my responsibility
promptly. Likewise, I looked after the sisters whether they were reading
the books or not from time to time and asked them to read more books.
All the sisters finished reading two books so far. I didn't get much time
for cleanliness. However, on Saturday, other sisters helped in cleaning
the library rack and the silent room. If I get an opportunity next time, then
I am going to give 100 percent on it.
Best Specific Duty Holder - June 2021

Suku Maya Tamang (Monitor of Grade 12) :

This month, June 2021, I was the monitor of grade 12. I
made different routine to clean classroom and it was easy
to follow. Everyone was co- operative. Moreover, I
cleaned dirty wall with surf and water. Every Friday I
cleaned our benches and desks with phenol and water. I
also kept wood outside the door in order to protect our
classroom from the rats. I also checked the windows
every night and managed all the book and copies on the
table. I managed books and copies before dinner.
Best specific Duty Holder - July - Nga Chhoti Sherpa
(In Charge of Notice board and marker refilling) :

In the month of July, I was in charge of notice board and marker refilling. During those
days, I collected some information, like what I can do to make the board more
attractive than the last time. So, I had an idea that as it was the month of July, I
decided to collect the information related to July only. Furthermore, I also cleaned the
board of all the study rooms from time to time and the notice board as well. I cleaned
the board on Saturday and whenever I was free. After all, I changed the decoration of
the notice board during the month. So, this is what I did in the month of July as a notice
board and marker refilling in charge.
Heartfelt Condolences!
Asia Education Foundation Nepal / Vistare Foundation family is deeply saddened by the news of
unexpected demise of 52 year old father of Rosi Karki (VFGH Alumni) on 8th May, 72 year old father of
Pema Mingdik Gurung (VFGH Residential Girl) on 24th June and 81 year old mother of Tulsi Maharjan
(VFGH English Language Coordinator) on 11th July. VFGH family extends its heartfelt condolences to the
bereaved family and pray that the departed soul rest in peace with the Heavenly Father.

Biography of Ian Somerhalder
Information searched & collected by Rejina Thapa Magar
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Ian Joseph Somerhalder is an American model, actor, activist,
philanthropist and director. He was born on December 8, 1978 in
Covington, Louisiana, United States. Somerhalder was born to parents
Edna who was a massage therapist and Robert, a building contractor.
As a child, he had a hard time growing up. He was mentally disturbed
because his parents fought and quarreled. And, at the age of 13, his
parents divorced and Ian lived with his mother. He attended Mandeville
High School in Louisiana which was a catholic school.
Ian Somerhalder didn't finish High School, instead he left for Europe midway to pursue a
modeling career. He started a modeling career at the age of 10 and worked for different
brands like Dolce and Gabbana and many more. At the age of 17, he decided to go into
the acting field. His acting career began in the year 2000. His first film was 'The Graduate'.
He then appeared in many movies and dramas. He played Boone Carlyle in the TV drama
―Lost'' and Damon Salvatore in the supernatural drama "The Vampire Diaries'‘. Involving
in the field, he was awarded many awards like People Choice Award for favorite Scientific
Fiction, Teen Choice Award and many more. Likewise, Ian Joseph Somerhalder isn't just
an actor but also an activist. Together with Vampire Diaries co-stars Candice King and
Micheal Trevio, Somehalder supports "It gets better" project whose goal is to prevent
LGBT youth from suicide and is a project with a mission to empower and connect LGBT.
Furthermore, he also launched "Ian Somehalder Foundation'' on 8th December, 2010 on his 32nd Birthday. The main
objective of the foundation is to educate people on the importance of protecting the environment and animals. In 2011,
Somehalder visited Savory in Africa and announced he was making a documentary with the goal of winning a Nobel
Prize. Moreover, he is a philanthropist, too. He actively participated in social campaigns. He is a constant supporter of
the charity "Love Letter to the South" which works for the Katrina Hurricane affected areas of the USA. Therefore, Ian
Somehalder is connected to several other charitable organizations and is a constant supporter. He was married on
26th April 2015 and is a father of a 3 year old daughter. In short, he is a man with qualities that inspire today's and
tomorrow's youth.
Drawing and its interpretation of the month of May by :
Teeka Rai
Minions are a species of tiny yellow henchmen. They look like
unusually dressed Mike and like candies. Minions are fictional yellow
creatures that appear in the ‗Despicable Me‘ which started in
2010. They are impulsive creatures with little self control. Minions
have existed for at least 60 million years, making them one of the
oldest surviving complex organisms on the planet.
Drawing and its interpretation of the month of June by :
Binita Thapa

Success is not always what you see!
Success is never measurable with looks. Which is
why, Success is not what you always see but what
you achieve. It is not a dream nor is it a miracle to
wait for. It also gives the meaning "Do not judge a
book by its cover". Well, the decision made in a
rush is never the final decision and we should not
judge at our first sight because they might not be
true.
We humans tend to criticize others in a blink but we don't see the hidden
success behind problems. So, the drawing indeed reveals a lot and holds
deeper meanings.
Drawing and its interpretation of the month of
July by : Pema Lhamu Sherpa
The drawing is the reflection of beautiful woman. She is not
just a woman but also a gorgeous, generous, strong and
indeed a brave woman. She is a living goddess. She has a
distinctive personality. She is caring and kind by birth.
She is a woman who can inexplicably make you feel really
good just by being around you, and yet brings such great
sadness when she is gone. A woman is a mother. No matter
what, she is true to herself. Every woman is a God.
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Quarterly Academic and Non-academic Evaluation Report
Vistare Foundation Girls' Home has always worked hard to support its girls in
their academic and non-academic skills enhancement. So, VFGH has been
doing overall activities and academic evaluation every month since its
establishment. Even during this 2nd phase of COVID -19 Pandemic in Nepal
day-to-day activities are going well in the organization. It is going smoothly and
well observed. Girls are performing actively in their academic and nonacademic assigned activities.

For the regular update regarding VFGH Girls' performance, this time VFGH made the three
months (May, June & July 2021) result in a combined sheet. It is prepared on the basis of
their performance in their Study, Computer, English Language, Spanish language, Specific
activity, Household activities and overall discipline during these three months.
VFGH academic and home management team mandatorily do the close and frequent analysis
in overall running activities in which girls are involved, and at the end of the month, by
accumulating the analysis report, final touch is given to the monthly evaluation.
It is the regular activity of the organization to prepare and publish the evaluation report. VFGH pastes the report on the
organization's notice board each month. Furthermore, it is circulated among the management team of the Fundacion
Vistare and Asia Education Foundation through email. Consequently, it gives a clear idea regarding the performance of
individual girls. Moreover, publishing it in the notice board helps the VFGH girls to perceive their overall performance
and their level. As a result, girls can analyze themselves and can perform effectively to grab a better result in the
upcoming month. Thinking for the girls' betterment, this time, VFGH prepared the extra report of the overall evaluation
and academic combined report on the basis of the evaluation report of May, June & July.
Top Three Girls Of Overall
Evaluation in May, June &
July 2021
Name: Lhakpa Jangmu
Sherpa
Grade : XII - Science
Percentage: 88.2%
Position: 1st
Name: Rejina Thapa Magar
Grade : XI - Management
Percentage: 86.8%
Position: 2nd

Name: Swastika Gurung
Grade : 10+2 Graduated
Percentage: 86.1%
Position: 3rd

Top Three Girls Of
Academic Evaluation in
May, June & July 2021
Name: Lhakpa Jangmu
Sherpa
Grade : XII - Science
Percentage: 16.7%
Position: 1st
Name: Pema Mingdik
Gurung
Grade : XI- Science
Percentage: 16.7%
Position: 1st

Name: Swastika Gurung
Grade : 10+2 Graduated
Percentage: 16.3%
Position: 2nd

Contact Address
Asia Education Foundation
Vistare Foundation Girls’ Home
Sanepa-2, Lalitpur
G.P.O.Box: 8975 E.P.C.No.:2358
Kathmandu Nepal
Phone No: 5403137/ 5405598 / 5400254
Email: rohini@vistare.org

Websites :
http://vistarefoundation.org
Face book :
FUNDACION VISTARE

Vistare Foundation Spain
Madrid, Spain
C/Rosas de Aravaca, 31 -28023
Phone No: +34911891610
Email: info@vistarefoundation.org

